1. Introduction. Let (£/*, /£(R) be a strongly continuous group of unitary operators on a (complex) Hubert space 5C onto 3C, and E be its spectral measure on the family (B of Borel subsets of the real number field (R, so that U t = J1«>e m E(dX) (Stone's Theorem). Let $ x be the cyclic subspace generated by x under the action of the Ut, /€E(R, or, equivalently, under that of E{B), i?(E(B. Let L x be the cyclic projection of x, i.e., the projection on 5C with range $ x . Using a term due to Kolmogorov [2, §4] we shall say that x is subordinate to y if Our purpose is to assert the following theorem and deduce some corollaries which generalize known results : 2. Statistical theory of linear filters. Theorem 1.1 has its genesis in the statistical theory of linear filters as conceived by N. Wiener. In this theory the signals are realizations of strictly stationary stochastic processes (S.P.). It is assumed that these processes are governed by a single measure-preserving, ergodic flow over a probability space (fi, (B, P). This flow induces the unitary group {U t , /£(&) on the Hubert space H=L,2{Û, (B, P). T is the filter transformation; it converts the random function ƒ of the input S.P. (£/*(ƒ), /E(ft) into the random function g of the output S.P. ( U t {g), /£ (ft). The condition 1.1 (i) states that the flow of time does not affect the filter operation; thus 1.1 (i) is the mathematical expression of what is termed timeinvariance in the engineering literature. The condition l.l(ii), which we shall call the subordination property of T (cf. §1), subsumes what is referred to as the causal or non anticipative property of the filter, viz., the filter response at any moment depends on inputs fed into it in the past alone. In particular, the response of a linear filter is a linear combination of past inputs or a limit thereof; thus
In short, the requirements (l.l(i), (ii) are satisfied by all time-invariant, causal, linear filters. As for 1.1 (iii), it is the natural assumption to make in order to get a decent mathematical theory.
In the engineering literature non-rigorous methods are used to obtain a function <j> on (R such that G ; (X) = |^(X)| 2 J P / (X), where F', G' are the spectral densities of the input and output S.P.'s. <f> is called the frequency-response function. But to assert that such a <f> exists is tantamount to asserting that T=fl 00 <j)ÇK) E(dk). Thus, Theorem 1.1 provides a rigorous basis for the introduction of the frequency-response function into the theory. We thereby extend the work of Youla, Castriota, and Carlin [5] on the rigorous development of the classical (nonstatistical) theory of passive filters.
3. The commutant; logical order of results. From l.l(i), (ii) we can show that 3C 0 reduces E and that !T lives on 5C 0 , i.e., SDyVJtflrÇIJCo. Hence, without loss of generality, we can treat 5Co as our overall Hubert space, and suppose that U t and E(B) are defined merely on 3C 0 . In short, we can take 5C 0 = 5C. From here on we shall therefore remove the hypothesis 1.1 (iii) in favor of the following 3.1. ASSUMPTION. T is closed, ^>T is everywhere dense in 3C, and 3C is separable.
Given that 3.1 holds, the well-known necessary and sufficient condition that T=/^«^(X) E(d\) is in terms of the operator H =fr"\E(d\):
B is bounded and BE QHB=^BTQ TB\ ©(^4) denotes the (closed) subspace spanned by A.
briefly, {H} ; Q{T}\
where & is the commutant of the family of operators 5\ 4 Now V% and H commute (being spectral integrals with respect to the same £), therefore by (3.2) U t T=TU t , *G(R. Next, the cyclic subspaces reduce all spectral integrals, therefore L X HQHL X for #£3C, whence 1.1 (ii) follows easily. Thus the implication
is trivial, and the well-known theorem involving (3.2) follows easily form Theorem 1.1. To establish Theorem 1.1 we have to prove, in effect, the converse implication
This is much harder, since in 1.1 (i) T is required to commute with a much smaller class than in (3.2), and 1.1 (ii) is not a commutation relation at all.
Actually, the use of cyclic projections in the usual proof of the theorem involving the commutant condition (3.2), cf. [3, p. 351], renders the latter somewhat superfluous for our purposes. The most logical and economical order of proving propositions seems to be the following in which the theorem involving (3.2) comes last: Space does not permit us to say more concerning these lemmas, nor even to indicate the main steps in the proofs of (3.3)-(3.5). (3.3) and (3.5), of course, yield Theorem 1.1, from which (3.6) follows at once as indicated in §3.
5. Corollaries. Let mult E=l. Then taking an a in (4.1) for which S a = 3C, we see that every cyclic projection L x is a spectral projection E(C X ). Hence by (4.5) When mult E>1, Corollary 5.1 fails even for a bounded T: just take T = L a , where L a does not commute with some Lp. Next, when T is closed but unbounded, Corollary 5.2 fails even when mult £ = 1. Take T = iD, where D is the differentiation operator restricted to the absolutely continuous functions/in L 2 (C), such that/(l) =0, C = unit circle, and U t is translation: { U t (f)} (e id ) =f{e^9 +t) }. T is closed, subordinative and symmetric with an everywhere dense domain, but it is not self-adjoint and not therefore a spectral integral. These examples show that the hypotheses of Theorem 1.1 are in a sense the best possible.
